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Abstract
Many problems in extremal set theory can be formulated as ﬁnding the largest set system
(or r-uniform set system) on a ﬁxed ground set X that does not contain some forbidden
conﬁguration of sets. We shall consider multicoloured versions of such problems, deﬁned as
follows. Given a list of set systems, which we think of as colours, we call another set system
multicoloured if for each of its sets we can choose one of the colours it belongs to in such a
way that each set gets a different colour. Given an integer k and some forbidden
conﬁgurations, the multicoloured extremal problem is to choose k colours with total size as
large as possible subject to containing no multicoloured forbidden conﬁguration.
Let f be the number of sets in the smallest forbidden conﬁguration. For kpf  1 we can
take all colours to consist of all subsets of X (or all r-subsets in the uniform case), and this is
trivially the best possible construction. Even for kXf  1; one possible construction is to take
f  1 colours to consist of all subsets, and the other colours empty. Another construction is to
take all k colours to be equal to a ﬁxed family that is as large as possible subject to not
containing a forbidden conﬁguration. We shall consider a variety of problems in extremal set
theory, for which we show that one of these two constructions is always optimal. This was
shown for the multicoloured version of Sperner’s theorem by Daykin, Frankl, Greene
and Hilton. We shall extend their result to some other Sperner problems, and also
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prove multicoloured versions of the generalized Erdo+s–Ko–Rado theorem and the
Sauer–Shelah theorem.
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1. Introduction
Many problems in extremal set theory can be formulated as ﬁnding the largest set
system (or r-uniform set system) on a ﬁxed ground set X that does not contain some
forbidden conﬁguration of sets. For example Sperner’s theorem determines the largest
set system containing no pair of comparable sets, and the Erdo+s–Ko–Rado theorem
determines the largest r-uniform set system containing no pair of disjoint r-tuples. For
such an extremal problem we can formulate a multicoloured version as in [12]. Given a
list of set systems, which we think of as colours, we call another set system multicoloured
if for each of its sets we can choose one of the colours it belongs to in such a way that
each set gets a different colour. Given an integer k and some forbidden conﬁgurations,
the multicoloured extremal problem is to choose k colours with total size as large as
possible subject to containing no multicoloured forbidden conﬁguration.
Let f be the number of sets in the smallest forbidden conﬁguration. For kpf  1
we can take all colours to consist of all subsets of X (or all r-subsets in the uniform
case), and this is trivially the best possible construction. Even for kXf  1; one
possible construction is to take f  1 colours to consist of all subsets, and the other
colours empty. Another construction is to take all k colours to be equal to a ﬁxed
family that is as large as possible subject to not containing a forbidden conﬁguration.
Multicoloured extremal graph theory problems (the case r ¼ 2) were studied in
[12]. When the forbidden conﬁguration is a complete graph, it was found that one of
the two constructions described above is always optimal. There were indications that
this phenomenon occurs quite generally, but an example was given when it does not
occur (two triangles intersecting in a vertex). We shall consider three groups of
problems in extremal set theory for which this phenomenon occurs.
1.1. Chains
We start by recalling Sperner’s theorem [18] on the maximum size of an antichain.
Let X be a set of size n: An antichain A is a set system on X for which there is no pair
of sets A; BAA with ACB: Any level X ðiÞ (the collection of subsets of X of size i) is
an antichain, and Sperner’s theorem states that one of these is of maximum size. In
fact, if n is even then X ðn=2Þ is the unique maximum antichain, and if n is odd then
X ððn1Þ=2Þ or X ððnþ1Þ=2Þ are the only maximum antichains.
More generally, Erdo+s [6] considered the problem of maximizing the size of a set
system that contains no chain of length t þ 1 (the case t ¼ 1 is Sperner’s theorem).
He showed that the maximum is equal to the sum of the t largest binomial
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coefﬁcients n
i
 
; which we denote by f ðn; tÞ: This is obtained by taking the t largest
levels X ðiÞ: We prove the following multicoloured version of this result.
Theorem 1.1. Let G1;?;Gk be set systems on a set X of size n with no multicoloured
chain of length tþ 1: Then Pki¼1jGijpmaxfk 
 f ðn; tÞ; t 
 2ng for n44t4:
Note that equality can be achieved. Depending on the value of k we may take all
the colours consist of the t largest levels of X ; or t colours equal to all subsets of X
and the others empty. The case t ¼ 1 was solved by Daykin et al. [5] for any n: We
also adapt their argument to prove this result for normal posets and give a
generalization of the LYM inequality (see [2,14,15,20]), which may be of
independent interest.
Call a partially ordered set P normal if it has a rank function and a set of chains C;
so that each chain in C contains an element of every rank, and each element of rank i
belongs to the same number of chains in C: Kleitman [10] showed that the property
of being normal is equivalent to satisfying the LYM inequality, i.e., if A is an
antichain then
P
i jA-Pij=jPijp1; where Pi denotes the set of elements of rank i:
There are many interesting normal posets, of which we list a few below.
* The poset of all subsets of X (ordered by inclusion): if we take the set C to consist
of all maximal chains then every set of size i belongs to i!ðn  iÞ! chains in C:
* The set of all subspaces of some vector/afﬁne/projective space.
* The cubical poset: all faces of the Boolean cube.
* The function poset: all partially deﬁned functions between two ﬁxed sets, where
fpg if g agrees with f on its domain of deﬁnition.
For ACP we let CtðAÞ denote all elements x for which there is a chain that contains
x and t elements of A:
Lemma 1.2. Suppose P is a normal poset and ACP contains no chain of length t þ 1:
Then
jCtðAÞjX
X
i
jA-Pij
jPij  ðt  1Þ
 !
j P j:
Note that this is a generalization of the LYM inequality, as with t ¼ 1 we haveP
ijA-Pij=jPijpjCtðAÞj=jPjp1: We use this lemma to generalize the result of [5] to
normal posets.
Theorem 1.3. Let G1;y; Gk be subsets of a normal poset P for which there are no two
distinct comparable elements x; y such that there is iaj with xAGi and yAGj: Choose m
so that jPmj is as large as possible. Then
Pk
i¼1jGijpmaxfkjPmj; jPjg:
Depending on k; equality can either be achieved by taking all Gi equal to Pm; or by
taking one Gi equal to P and the others empty.
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1.2. Matchings
The Erdo+s–Ko–Rado theorem [8] states that if nX2r and AC½nðrÞ is intersecting
(i.e. A; BAA ) A-Ba|) then jAjp n1
r1
 
; with equality only when A consists of all
r-sets containing some ﬁxed element. We prove the following multicoloured version
of this question.
Theorem 1.4. Let G1;y;Gk be r-uniform set systems on a set X of size nX2r with no
multicoloured pair of disjoint sets. Then
Pk
i¼1 jGijpmax k n1r1
 
; n
r
  
:
Depending on k; equality can either be achieved by taking all Gi equal to all r-sets
containing some ﬁxed element, or by taking one Gi equal to X ðrÞ and the others empty.
Next we consider the more general problem in which the forbidden conﬁguration
is a matching of size tþ 1; for some tX1: This question was considered by Erdo+s [7],
who showed that for n sufﬁciently large, a family AC½nðrÞ with no matching of size
t þ 1 satisﬁes jAjp n
r
  nt
r
 
; with equality when A consists of all r-sets that
hit some particular set of size t: Bolloba´s et al. [4] showed that this is true for
n42r3ðt þ 1Þ: We prove the following multicoloured version of this result.
Theorem 1.5. Let G1;y;Gk be r-uniform set systems on a set X of size n with no
multicoloured matching of size tþ 1: Suppose n44r3t: Then Pki¼1jGijp
max k n
r
  nt
r
  
; t n
r
  
:
Depending on k; equality can either be achieved by taking all Gi equal to all r-sets
hitting some particular set of size t; or by taking t of the Gi equal to X ðrÞ and the
others empty.
1.3. Shattered sets
First we recall the result of Sauer [16], Perles, Shelah [17], Vapnik and
Chervonenkis [19], that is frequently referred to as the Sauer–Shelah theorem. Let
A be a family on a set X with n elements. A set YCX is said to be shattered by A if
for every ZCY there is a set A in A such that A-Y ¼ Z: The theorem states that if
A is a family that does not shatter any set of size r then jAjpPr1i¼0 ni : Note that
equality can occur when A consists of all subsets of X with size at most r  1: We
prove the following multicoloured version of this theorem.
Theorem 1.6. Let G1;y;Gk be r-uniform set systems on a set X of size n with no
multicoloured collection of sets that shatter a set of size r; and suppose n4104r: Then
Xk
i¼1
jGijpmax k
Xr1
i¼0
n
i
	 

; ð2r  1Þ2n
( )
:
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Depending on k; equality can either be achieved by taking all Gi equal to the
subsets of X of size at most r  1; or by taking 2r  1 of the Gi equal to all subsets of
X and the others empty.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In the next section we make some
preliminary observations that give some useful properties that we can use when
proving our results. The proofs of our results on multicoloured chains are in
Section 3. Multicoloured matchings are in Section 4, and the multicoloured Sauer-
Shelah theorem is in Section 5. The last section contains some concluding remarks.
2. Preliminaries
The purpose of this section is to describe some useful properties that we can
assume, without loss of generality, when proving our results. The proofs are similar
to those in [12], but they are short, so we include them for the convenience of the
reader. The following key lemma is used throughout the paper.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose G1;y;Gk are set systems that do not contain a multicoloured
copy of some set system F : Then there exist set systems H1;y;Hk satisfying
(1) For any set A we have jfi : AAHigj ¼ jfi :AAGigj;
(2) H1C?CHk;
(3) H1;y;Hk do not contain a multicoloured copy of F :
Proof. For any 1piojpk we consider the operation of replacing Gi by Gi-Gj and
Gj by Gi,Gj: This does not change the number of times any set appears, so property
(1) holds. Suppose, for a contradiction, that this operation creates a multicoloured
copy of F : This copy of F was not originally multicoloured, so must contain a set
AAGi,Gj and a set BAGi-Gj: We may assume AAGi: Then in the original sequence
we can colour A with colour i and B with colour j; so this F is in fact multicoloured
originally, a contradiction. This proves condition (3). Repeatedly applying the above
transformation of colours, after a ﬁnite number of steps, we obtain a sequence of set
systems in which (2) is satisﬁed. This completes the proof. &
This lemma shows that in any multicoloured extremal problem we can assume that
the colours are nested. It is convenient to reformulate our problem as follows. We
say that G is a k-family on X if it is a multiset whose elements are subsets of X ; each
appearing with multiplicity at most k: If we have k set systems G1;y;Gk then the
multiset sum G1 þ?þ Gk is a k-family. Conversely any k-family G has a unique
partition into k nested colours: if the colours are G1C?CGk then Gi consists of all
sets of multiplicity at least k þ 1 i: We say that G contains a multicoloured copy of
F if its nested k-colouring does. Then we can reformulate our extremal problem as
ﬁnding the largest k-family with no multicoloured forbidden conﬁguration.
The following Hall-type condition characterises this property by reference only to
multiplicities. (The proof is immediate from Hall’s theorem.)
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Proposition 2.2. Let G be a k-family. Then F is not multicoloured in G if and only if
there is some integer w; for which at least w þ 1 sets in F have multiplicity at most w
in G:
The following proposition gives some further properties of an optimal k-family.
Proposition 2.3. Suppose G is a k-family with no multicoloured copy of F ; where
kXjF j: Then there is a k-family H such that
(1) H*G;
(2) H contains no multicoloured copy of F ;
(3) Every set in H either has multiplicity at most jF j  1 or exactly equal to k;
(4) The sets in H of multiplicity k form a family with no subfamily isomorphic to F :
Proof. Form H from G by the following rule: increase any set of multiplicity at least
jF j to multiplicity k: Then (1) and (3) hold by construction. Consider a copy of F in
G: It is not multicoloured, so by Proposition 2.2, there is an integer w and a set of
wþ 1 setsWCF so that each set ofW has multiplicity at most w in G: SinceWCF
we have wpjF j  1; so the above rule has no effect on sets of W; i.e. they have the
same multiplicities in H: It follows that H contains no multicoloured copy of F ;
proving (2). As kXjF j; (4) is immediate. &
In the problems that we consider, we shall show that there is some critical
multiplicity kc that divides two regimes of behaviour for the size of the largest
k-family G not containing a multicoloured copy of F : For jF jpkpkc; the size of G is
at most that of jF j  1 copies of the system consisting of all subsets of X (or all
r-subsets in the uniform case.) For k4kc; the size of G is at most that of k copies of a
ﬁxed set system of maximum size not containing F : Note that if we can prove this
statement for k ¼ kc and k ¼ kc þ 1 then it is true for all k: This is clear for
jF jpkpkc: For k4kc we have the following easy induction argument. Let m be the
size of the largest set system not containing F : The k  1 largest colours of G form a
ðk  1Þ-family with no multicoloured F ; so have size at most ðk  1Þm by induction
hypothesis. Therefore G has size at most k
k1 
 ðk  1Þm ¼ km:
Finally we remark that if we can show that the only k-family with nested colours
achieving maximum size among k-families not containing a multicoloured copy of F
is one of the two examples mentioned above, then in fact this is the only k-family
achieving maximum size, even without the assumption that the colours are nested.
This follows in many cases from the proof of Lemma 2.1. Suppose ﬁrst that the only
k-family with nested colours achieving maximum size has all colours equal. Then
starting with any k-family achieving maximum size, we can apply some sequence of
intersection/union transformations until the colours are nested, and then all colours
are equal. It is clear that a k-family in which all colours are equal cannot be obtained
by these transformations from any different k-family, so in fact any k-family
achieving maximum size must have all colours equal. Now suppose that the only
k-family with nested colours achieving maximum size has jF j  1 colours equal to
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the system consisting of all subsets of X (or all r-subsets in the uniform case), and all
other colours empty. If there is a different non-nested k-family achieving maximum
size, we can apply some sequence of intersection/union transformations to end up
with this nested conﬁguration. One step before the nested conﬁguration we have
jF j  2 colours consisting of all subsets, 2 colours which partition all subsets, and the
remaining colours empty. It will be clear in all of our examples that we can choose a
copy of F that uses both of the 2 colours that partition all subsets. The other sets of
this copy of F can be arbitrarily assigned different colours from the jF j  2 that are
complete, so it is multicoloured. This contradiction shows that there is no non-nested
k-family achieving maximum size, as required.
3. Multicoloured chains
In this section we shall ﬁnd the size of the largest k-family G not containing a
multicoloured chain of length t þ 1: The case t ¼ 1 was solved by Daykin et al. [5] for
any n: We also adapt their argument to prove this result for normal posets and give a
generalization of the LYM inequality of [2,15,20] and [14].
Recall that a partially ordered set P is normal if it has a rank function and a set of
chains C; so that each chain in C contains an element of every rank, and each element
of rank i belongs to same number of chains in C: Kleitman [10] showed that the
property of being normal is equivalent to satisfying the LYM inequality, i.e. if A is
an antichain then
P
ijA-Pij=jPijp1; where Pi is the set of elements with rank i: It
follows easily that a normal poset has the Sperner property, i.e. the size of the largest
antichain is achieved by Pi for some i: For ACP we let CtðAÞ denote the set of all
elements x for which there is a chain in C that contains x and t elements of A:
We shall ﬁrst prove Lemma 1.2, which states that if A is a subset of a normal poset
P that contains no chain of length t þ 1 then jCtðAÞjX
P
i
jA-Pi j
jPi j  ðt  1Þ
 
jPj:
Proof of Lemma 1.2. Choose a chain C in C uniformly at random. As x ranges over
elements of Pi; the events ‘C contains x’ are mutually disjoint and equiprobable, so
each has probability 1=jPij: If FCPi then C hits F with probability jF j=jPij: Let D be
the complement of CtðAÞ in P: Deﬁne a random variable Z ¼ jA-Cj þ wðC hits DÞ;
where w denotes the characteristic function of an event. Then Zpt by deﬁnition of
CtðAÞ: Taking expectations we get
tX
X
xAA
PðxACÞ þ PðC hits DÞ ¼
X
i
jA-Pij
jPij þ PðC hits DÞ:
By averaging there is some i for which jD-Pij=jPijXjDj=jPj: The probability that C
hits D is at least the probability it hits D-Pi; which is jD-Pij=jPijXjDj=jPj:
Therefore
P
i
jA-Pi j
jPi j þ jDj=jPjpt; which gives the result. &
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This implies Theorem 1.3, which is the following generalization of the result of [5]
to normal posets. Let G1;y; Gk be subsets of a normal poset P for which there are
no two comparable elements x; y such that there is iaj with xAGi and yAGj: Choose
m so that jPmj is as large as possible. Then
Pk
i¼1 jGijpmaxfkjPmj; jPjg:
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let A be the set of elements of multiplicity X2 and B those
with multiplicity 1: Note that A contains no chain of length 2; as this would certainly
be multicoloured. Similarly B is disjoint from C1ðAÞ; so by Lemma 1.2 jBjpjPj 

ð1 jAj=jPmjÞ: Therefore
Pk
i¼1jGijpkjAj þ jBjpðk  jPj=jPmjÞjAj þ jPj: Now we
see that the critical multiplicity is kc ¼ IjPj=jPmjm: For kpkc we should take jAj ¼
0; which gives a maximum of jPj: For k4kc should take A to be as large as possible,
i.e. jAj ¼ jPmj by the Sperner property. Then B is empty, and the maximum is kjPmj:
This proves the result. &
It is clear from the proof that equality can only be achieved when either all colours
are equal to some antichain of maximum size, or one colour is equal to P and the
others are empty.
Our next result is Theorem 1.1, in which we consider the case of general t; and
return to the case when the poset P is that of all subsets of a set X : Let f ðn; tÞ denote
the sum of the t largest binomial coefﬁcients n
i
 
: We show that if G is a k-family on a
set X of size n with no multicoloured chain of length tþ 1; then jGjpmaxfk 

f ðn; tÞ; t 
 2ng for n44t4: Before giving the proof, we recall the defect form of Hall’s
theorem (see, e.g., [3, p. 7]).
Proposition 3.1. Let H be a bipartite graph with bipartition ðX ; YÞ: If H has no
matching of size m þ 1 then there is UCX for which jNðUÞjpjU j þ m  jX j:
Proof of Theorem 1.1. As noted in the previous section (see Proposition 2.3), we can
assume that all multiplicities are equal to k or at most t: Also, it sufﬁces to prove the
theorem in the case when k is either kc or kc þ 1; where kc ¼ I2nt=f ðn; tÞm: We can
crudely bound this as
kco
2nt
t nIðntÞ=2m
 o2 ﬃﬃﬃnp :
Let mðAÞ denote the multiplicity of A in G and deﬁne weights wðAÞ ¼ jAj!1
ðn  jAj!Þ1: Then
jGj ¼
X
A
mðAÞ ¼
X
A
mðAÞ
X
C : AAC
wðAÞ ¼
X
C
X
AAC
mðAÞwðAÞ;
where the sum is taken over all maximal chains C: Put the set of possible weights in
the order w1X?Xwnþ1 and let Wi ¼ w1 þ?þ wi:
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We claim that for each maximal chain C; PAAC mðAÞwðAÞpmaxfkWt; tWnþ1g:
This sufﬁces to prove the theorem, as then
jGj ¼
X
C
X
AAC
mðAÞwðAÞpn!maxfkWt; tWnþ1g ¼ maxfk 
 f ðn; tÞ; t 
 2ng:
Consider a maximal chain C: Let H be the bipartite graph with bipartition ðC; ½kÞ;
where ðC; iÞ is an edge iff the set C is in colour i: Since C contains no multicoloured
chain of length tþ 1; there is no matching of size t þ 1 in H: Then Proposition 3.1 tells
us that there is some i for which C has at least n þ 1 t þ i sets with multiplicity pi:
This leaves t  i multiplicities which could be as large as k: To maximize the weighted
sum the largest multiplicities should have highest weight, so
P
AAC mðAÞwðAÞpkðw1 þ
?þ wtiÞ þ iðwtiþ1 þ?þ wnþ1Þ ¼ ðk  iÞWti þ iWnþ1:
To prove the claim it sufﬁces to show that ðk  iÞWti þ iWnþ1ptit 
 kWt þ it 

tWnþ1 (which is clearly at most maxfkWt; tWnþ1g). Rearranging, we need to show
that ðk  iÞtWtipðt iÞkWt: For i ¼ 0 or t we have equality. Otherwise, using the
estimates Wtipðt  iÞw1 and WtXtwt it sufﬁces to show that ðk  iÞw1pkwt: To
write these expressions more explicitly we need to divide into cases depending on the
parities of n and t: For brevity we shall just deal with the case when n and t are even;
the other cases are similar. Suppose then that n ¼ 2m and t ¼ 2s: Then w1 ¼ ð1=m!Þ2
and wt ¼ 1=ðm þ sÞ!ðm  sÞ!: Now, recalling that n44t4; iX1 and ko2
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
; we get
w1=wt ¼
Ys
j¼1
m þ j
m  s þ jo
m
m  s
 s
¼ 1þ t
n  t
 t=2
o 1þ t
2
2ðn  tÞ
XN
j¼0
t2
n
	 
j
o1þ t2=no k
k  1p
k
k  i;
as required. &
We have shown that
P
AAC mðAÞwðAÞpmaxfkWt; tWnþ1g for any maximal chain
C: It is clear from the proof that equality can only occur when either the sets in the
chain with weights w1;?; wt have multiplicity k and the others have multiplicity 0;
or all sets in the chain have multiplicity t: We need equality to occur for every chain
in order to achieve equality in the theorem. Note that even if kWt ¼ tWnþ1 all of the
chains must have the same type of conﬁguration. For if one chain has all sets of
multiplicity t then in particular the empty set has multiplicity t: Since all chains
contain the empty set, now there can be no chain with t sets of multiplicity k and the
others of multiplicity 0: Therefore there are only two conﬁgurations in which
equality can occur. One is that in which all sets have multiplicity t: The other is that
in which any set with positive multiplicity has multiplicity k; so the sets of
multiplicity k form a maximum size set system with no chain of length t þ 1:
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4. Multicoloured matchings
We ﬁrst consider the problem of ﬁnding the maximum size of an r-uniform k-
family with no multicoloured pair of disjoint sets. This is answered by Theorem 1.4,
which states that for nX2r the maximum size is max k n1
r1
 
; n
r
  
: Our solution will
be a simple adaptation of Katona’s proof of the Erdo+s–Ko–Rado theorem by the
permutation method.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Fix a cyclic ordering of ½n; i.e. a labelling of n points on a
circle by ½n: We shall count (with multiplicity) the number of sets of G that appear as
consecutive elements in the ordering. Of these sets, let A be the set of those of
multiplicityX2 and let B be those of multiplicity 1: Write jAj ¼ a: If a ¼ 0 then this
ordering contributes jBjpn: Note that each pair of sets inA intersect, so the sets inA
have a common intersection I ; where 1pjI jpr  a þ 1: Each set in B must contain a
point of I ; to avoid a multicoloured pair of disjoint sets. There are r  1þ jI j sets
that contain a point of I ; of which a belong to A; so jBjpr  1þ jI j  ap2ðr  aÞ:
Therefore, the ordering contributes at most kjAj þ jBjpkaþ 2ðr  aÞpkr: There are
ðn  1Þ! distinguishable cyclic orderings of ½n; and each set appears consecutively in
r!ðn  rÞ! of them, so summing over all cyclic orderings gives
jGjpmaxfkr; ng 
 ðn  1Þ!
r!ðn  rÞ! ¼ max k
n  1
r  1
	 

;
n
r
	 
 
: &
To achieve equality, every cyclic ordering must either have all consecutive sets
appearing with multiplicity 1; or all consecutive sets containing some particular point
appearing with multiplicity k and the others with multiplicity 0: It follows that there
is only one of these possibilities that applies to every cyclic ordering. For if not we
can ﬁnd two cyclic orderings that differ by a transposition in which one has all sets
appearing with multiplicity 1 and the other has some sets with multiplicity k and
others with multiplicity 0: Since they differ by a transposition they share at least one
consecutive set, so this is impossible. It follows that there are only two constructions
that can achieve equality. One construction is to take all sets with multiplicity one.
The other construction has all multiplicites equal to 0 or k: Then the sets with
multiplicity k form a maximum size family with no pair of disjoint r-tuples, i.e. they
all contain some ﬁxed point.
Now we consider the more general problem in which the forbidden conﬁguration
is a matching of size tþ 1; for some tX1: This question was considered by Erdo+s [7],
who showed that for n sufﬁciently large, a family AC½nðrÞ with no matching of
size t þ 1 satisﬁes jAjp n
r
  nt
r
 
; with equality when A consists of all r-sets that
hit some particular set of size t: Bolloba´s et al. [4] showed that this is true for
n42r3ðt þ 1Þ:
We prove Theorem 1.5, which is the following multicoloured version of this result.
Let G be an r-uniform k-family on a set X of size n with no multicoloured matching
of size tþ 1: If n44r3t then jGjpmax k n
r
  nt
r
  
; t n
r
  
:
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Proof of Theorem 1.5. We shall argue by induction on t; starting from the case t ¼ 1;
which we have already proved as Theorem 1.4. Suppose G is an r-uniform k-family
with jGj4max k n
r
  nt
r
  
; t n
r
  
: By Section 2 we can suppose that the colours of
G are nested, and all sets have multiplicity at most t or equal to k: We also recall from
that section that it is sufﬁcient to prove the result when k is equal to kc or kc þ 1;
where
kc ¼
t n
r
 
n
r
  nt
r
 
$ %
: ð1Þ
Deﬁne the degree dðxÞ of an element xAX to be the number of sets of G containing
x; counted with multiplicity. Choose xAX of maximum degree and let G0 be
the simply k-coloured r-uniform multifamily on X \x obtained by taking those sets of
G that do not contain x: We claim that G0 contains a multicoloured matching of
size t: This will follow from our induction hypothesis if we can prove the following
slightly technical claim.
Claim 4.1. jG0j4max k n  1
r
	 

 n  t
r
	 
	 

; ðt 1Þ n  1
r
	 
 
:
Proof of claim. Since dðxÞpk n1
r1
 
we have jG0jXjGj  k n1
r1
 
: Since
jGj4k n
r
  nt
r
  
this immediately gives
jG0j4k n  1
r
	 

 n  t
r
	 
	 

: ð2Þ
To show that jG0j4ðt  1Þ n1
r
 
we divide into cases depending on whether k ¼ kc or
k ¼ kc þ 1:
If k ¼ kc þ 1 then Eq. (1) gives k4 t
n
rð Þ
n
rð Þ ntr
 : We claim that
t n
r
 
n
r
  nt
r
 4 ðt  1Þ n1r
 
n1
r
  nt
r
 : ð3Þ
Cross-multiplying this inequality and rearranging would give
n
r
 
n1
r
 
4 nt
r
 
t n
r
  ðt  1Þ n1
r
  
; so it sufﬁces to show that
n
r
	 

4 1þ tr
n  r
  n  t
r
	 

:
This in turn would follow from 1þ t
nt
 r
41þ tr
nr: Now
1þ t
n  t
 r
 1þ tr
n  r
 
4
rt
n  tþ
r
2
	 

t
n  t
 2
 tr
n  r
¼ rt
2ðn  tÞ2ðn  rÞ ððr  1Þtðn  rÞ  2ðr  tÞðn  tÞÞ
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and ðr  1Þtðn  rÞ  2ðr  tÞðn  tÞ ¼ ððt  2Þr þ tÞn  ðr2t þ 2t2  3rtÞ40 as tX2
and n44r3t: This proves Eq. (3). Combining this with Eq. (2) we have
jG0j4k n  1
r
	 

 n  t
r
	 
	 

4ðt  1Þ n  1
r
	 

;
as required.
Now we deal with the case k ¼ kc; where by Eq. (1) we have kp t
n
rð Þ
n
rð Þ ntr
 : We
claim that
k þ 1 ton=r: ð4Þ
Using the bound on k; and the estimate
n
r
  nt
r
 
n
r
  41 1 t
n
 r
4
rt
n
 r
2
	 

t
n
 2
ð5Þ
(where in the last inequality we note that the terms of the binomial expansion are
decreasing in magnitude) we see that it sufﬁces to show that
toðn=r þ t  1Þ rt
n
 r
2
	 

t
n
 2	 

:
Now
2n2
t
ðn=r þ t  1Þ rt
n
 r
2
	 

t
n
 2	 

 t
 
¼ððt  2Þr þ tÞn  rðr 1Þtðt 1Þ
4 0;
as tX2 and n44r3t: This proves equation (4). Now we have
jG0jX jGj  k n  1
r 1
	 

4t
n
r
	 

 k n  1
r  1
	 

¼ðt  1Þ n  1
r
	 

þ ðn=r  k  1þ tÞ n  1
r  1
	 

4 ðt  1Þ n  1
r
	 

;
as required. This completes the proof of the claim. &
Returning to the proof of the theorem, we see from the claim and the induction
hypothesis that G0 contains a multicoloured matching M of size t: Since G does not
contain a multicoloured matching of size t þ 1 we can bound the number of sets
containing x; by noting that they must either have multiplicity at most t; or contain a
point fromM: SinceM contains rt points there are at most rt n2
r2
 
sets containing x
and a point from M: Therefore we have maximum degree
dðxÞpt n  1
r  1
	 

þ ðk  tÞrt n  2
r 2
	 

:
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Let A1 be a set of multiplicity k: (There must be such a set, or we would have
jGjpt n
r
 
; which is contrary to assumption.) Now pick s as large as possible so that
there is a sequence A1;?; As of pairwise disjoint sets such that Ai has multiplicity at
least t þ 2 i: Note that this sequence forms a multicoloured matching, so 1pspt:
By construction, any set disjoint from
Ss
1 Ai has multiplicity at most t  s: Since
jSs1 Aij ¼ rs; at most rs t n1r1 þ ðk  tÞrt n2r2   sets are incident to Ss1 Ai; by our
bound on the maximum degree. Therefore
jGjpðt  sÞ n
r
	 

þ rs t n  1
r  1
	 

þ ðk  tÞrt n  2
r  2
	 
	 

:
Now, since k  tokc; from Eqs. (1) and (5) we have
ðk  tÞ n  2
r  2
	 

n
r
	 
 o t n2r2
 
n
r
  nt
r
 otrðr 1Þ=nðn  1Þ
rt
n
 r
2
 ðt=nÞ2 o2
r  1
n  1:
Since n44r3t; we have
jGjo t  s þ r
2st
n
þ 2r
2ðr  1Þst
n  1
	 

n
r
	 

o t  s þ s
4r
þ s
2
  n
r
	 

o ðt  s=4Þ n
r
	 

ot n
r
	 

:
This contradiction completes the proof. &
Examining the proof, one can see that there are only two circumstances in which
equality can hold. One possibility is that there is no set of multiplicity k; when clearly
the best construction is to take all r-tuples with multiplicity t: The other is that
equality holds in Claim 4.1, when we see from the start of the proof of that claim that
there is a vertex x of degree dðxÞ ¼ k n1
r1
 
: Then all r-tuples containing x have
multiplicity k and G0 has sizeXk n1
r
  nt
r
  
: In addition, in both cases k ¼ kc or
k ¼ kc þ 1 we have from the proof that jG0j4ðt  1Þ n1r
 
: Hence G0 has an r-tuple of
multiplicity strictly larger than t  1: Since G0 has no multicoloured matching of size
t; by induction G0 must be a maximum size r-uniform set system on n  1 vertices
with no matching of size t taken with multiplicity k: Therefore every set in G has
multiplicity k; and so these sets form a maximum size r-uniform set system with no
matching of size t þ 1:
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5. The multicoloured Sauer–Shelah theorem
Recall that a set YCX is shattered by a set system A if for every ZCY there is a
set A in A such that A-Y ¼ Z: The Sauer–Shelah theorem states that if A is a
family that does not shatter any set of size r then jAjpPr1i¼0 ni :
Say that a set Y is multicolour shattered by a k-family G if we can pick sets
in G that achieve all possible intersections with Y in such a way that each set
comes from a different colour. We will prove Theorem 1.6, which is the
following multicoloured version of the Sauer–Shelah theorem. Let G be a
k-family on a set X of size n with no multicolour shattered set of size r;
and suppose n4104r: Then jGjpmax kPr1i¼0 ni ; ð2r  1Þ2nn o; and equality can
occur.
A useful tool for dealing with the shattering property is compressing. For any
element x in X we deﬁne a compression operator Cx as follows. The family CxðAÞ is
obtained from A by deleting the element x from any set AAA that contains x; unless
the set A\x is already present in A: Note that jCxðAÞj ¼ jAj: For a k-family G we
deﬁne a k-family CxðGÞ by CxðGÞi ¼ CxðGiÞ; i.e. the ith colour of CxðGÞ is obtained
by compressing the ith colour of G: It is well-known (see, e.g., [1,9]) that if a set is
shattered by a family A then it is also shattered by CxðAÞ: We prove the following
multicoloured version of this proposition.
Proposition 5.1. If a set Y is multicolour shattered by CxðGÞ then it is also multicolour
shattered by G:
Proof. Without loss of generality we can suppose that there are sets Ai; 1pip2jY j
that shatter Y such that AiACxðGÞi for each i: For any i with AieGi we have
Ai,xAGi by deﬁnition of Cx: Thus we may suppose that xAY ; or by replacing Ai by
Ai,x for all such i we ﬁnd a shattering of Y that is multicoloured in G: Consider any
i for which AieGi: Then Ai,xAGi as noted before. By assumption there is j such
that Aj-Y ¼ ðAi,xÞ-Y : Since xAAjACxðGÞj we have both Aj and Aj\x belonging
to Gj: Replacing Aj by Aj\x and Ai by Ai,x we still have a multicoloured shattering
of Y : If repeat this process then we eventually ﬁnd a multicolour shattering of Y that
only uses sets from G; as required. &
Next we need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose X is a set of size n4104r and PCX ðrÞ has size at least 10ðrþ1Þ n
r
 
:
Then there are at most 2n=nr subsets of X that do not contain an element of P:
Proof. For a family A; let @rA denote the sets of size r that are contained in some set
of A: We use the following version of the Kruskal–Katona theorem, due to Lova´sz
[13, Exercise 13.31]: if ACX ðsÞ with jAjX a
s
 
then j@rAjX a
r
 
:
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Let Q be the subsets of X that do not contain an element of P: Suppose for a
contradiction that jQj4nr2n: Let R be the subsets of X with size between n=3 and
2n=3: Using the estimate nyn
 
p2HðyÞn; where HðyÞ ¼ y log2 y ð1 yÞlog2ð1 yÞ
is the binary entropy function, we get jRj4ð1 2n=20Þ2n: Then jQ-Rj4ðnr 
2n=20Þ2n41
2
nr2n: Let Qm ¼ Q-X ðmÞ: Then by averaging there is some m with
n=3pmp2n=3 such that jQmjX12 nr nm
 
4 ðn
r=2Þ1=mn
m
 
: By the Kruskal–Katona
theorem j@rQmj4 ðnr=2Þ
1=mn
r
 
4n10r
2=n n
r
 
: But @rQm is disjoint from P; so we must
have n10r
2=n þ 10ðrþ1Þo1: This contradicts our assumption that n4104r; so we are
done. &
We are now ready to prove the multicoloured version of the Sauer–Shelah
theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. For notational convenience we set N ¼Pr1i¼0 ni : Suppose
that G is a k-family with no multicoloured collection of sets that shatter a set of size r
and that jGj4maxfkN; ð2r  1Þ2ng: As noted in Section 2, we can assume that k is
equal to kc or kc þ 1; where kc ¼ Ið2r  1Þ2n=Nm; that the colours are nested and all
sets either have multiplicity equal to k or at most 2r  1: By Proposition 5.1, we can
repeatedly apply compression operators to each colour until it is an ideal, i.e. if a
colour contains a set Y then it contains all subsets of Y :
Let A be the sets with multiplicity k and B those with multiplicity at most 2r  1:
Since A is an ideal it cannot contain a set of size Xr; so jAjpN: If equality holds
here then B must be empty, and then jGjpkN; which is contrary to assumption.
Therefore jAjpN  1:
Next we note that if A is empty then jGjpð2r  1ÞjBjpð2r  1Þ2n; contradiction.
So A is not empty, and then we must have |AA; as it is an ideal. Now B cannot
contain a set Y of size r with multiplicity 2r  1: For then all subsets of Y have
multiplicity at least 2r  1 and the empty set has multiplicity k; so Y is shattered by
multicoloured sets: a contradiction. This shows that B has at most N sets of
multiplicity 2r  1: Now
ð2r  1Þ2nojGjpkjAj þ ð2r  1ÞN þ ð2r  2Þ2n
so
jAj4ð2n  ð2r  1ÞNÞ=k42n1=ð2nþr=NÞ ¼ N=2rþ1:
Suppose that i1
r
þ 2r1ojAj=Npi
r
þ 2r1; where 1pipr: Let A0 be the subsets of
A of size r  1: Since A contains no subsets of size Xr we have jA0jXjAj Pr2
i¼0
n
i
 
4 i1
r
þ 2r2  n
r1
 
; since n4104r: Let D consist of all r-sets that contain
at least i elements of A0: We count pairs consisting of an element of A0 and an
r-set containing it. Clearly there are ðn  r þ 1ÞjA0j such pairs. On the other hand,
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by deﬁnition of D there are at most rjDj þ ði  1Þ n
r
  jDj  such pairs. Therefore
ðr  i þ 1ÞjDjX ðn  r þ 1ÞjA0j  ði  1Þ n
r
	 

4
i  1
r
þ 2r2
	 

ðn  r þ 1Þ n
r  1
	 

 ði  1Þ n
r
	 

¼ 2r2r n
r
	 

which gives jDj42r2 n
r
 
:
Suppose that B contains a set D from D: By deﬁnition there are elements d1;y; di
in D so that D\djAA for 1pjpi: Therefore A contains all subsets of D; except
possibly those containing the set fd1;y; dig; i.e. all but 2ri subsets. It follows that D
has multiplicity less than 2ri; or it would be shattered by multicoloured sets. Since
each colour is an ideal, any element of B that contains a set from D has multiplicity
less than 2ri: By Lemma 5.2 there are at most nr2n elements of B that do not
contain an element of D:
We can now ﬁnish the proof in the case when rX4 and 1pipr  1: Then we get
jGjp kjAj þ ð2r  1Þnr2n þ ð2ri  1Þð1 nrÞ2n
p i
r
þ 2r1 þ 2i þ nr
	 

2nþroð2r  1Þ2n;
which gives a contradiction in this case.
We can also ﬁnish the proof for any r41 if i ¼ r: Then we have
r1
r
þ 2r1 NojAjoN: Now there are at most nr2n elements of B with non-
zero multiplicity. Since ð2r  1Þnrok=2n; we have
jGjpkðN  1Þ þ ð2r  1Þnr2nokN;
which also gives a contradiction.
Finally, we need to deal with the case r ¼ 1; and the cases r ¼ 2; 3 and
2r1ojAj=Npr1
r
þ 2r1: The case r ¼ 1 is easy to see directly. If there is any set of
multiplicity more than 1 then it must the only set of positive multiplicity, so
jGjpmaxfk; 2ng; as required. In the case r ¼ 2; let Y be the set of x such that A
contains the singleton set fxg: Let y ¼ jY j: Any set that contains a point of Y has
multiplicity at most 1; and no set of positive multiplicity contains 2 points of Y ; so
3 
 2nojGjpkjAj þ 3 
 2ny þ y 
 2ny ¼ kðy þ 1Þ þ ð3þ yÞ2ny:
Since yo5
8
ðn þ 1Þ we get kðy þ 1Þo2nþ1 and so 3þ y42y; which is a contradiction,
as y4n=8:
Now consider the case r ¼ 3: Recall that A0 consists of the sets in A of size 2;
which we can think of as a graph. We know that 1
32
n
2
 
ojA0jpjAjo 2
3
þ 1
16
 
N ¼
35N=48: Let D be the triples of vertices that contain at least 2 edges from A: Let d be
the average degree in A0: Then d4n1
32
: By Cauchy-Schwartz the number of paths of
length 2 is at least n d
2
 
: A triple can contain at most 3 such paths, so
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jDjX1
3
n d
2
 
4104 n
3
 
: By Lemma 5.2, there are at most n32n elements of B that do
not contain an element of D; and any other elements have multiplicity at most 1:
Since kNp7 
 2n þ N this gives
7 
 2nojGjp kjAj þ 7n32n þ ð1 n3Þ2npð35=48ÞkN þ ð1þ 6n3Þ2n
o ð7 
 35=48þ 1þ 10=nÞ2n:
This gives 10=n46 245=48 ¼ 43=48; i.e. no480=43o12; a contradiction that
completes the proof. &
On examining the proof, we see that there are only two circumstances in which
equality can be achieved: one of A or B must be empty and the other as large as
possible. This gives two possible constructions. One is to take all sets with
multiplicity 2r  1; the other is a maximum size set system that does not shatter a set
of size r taken with multiplicity k:
6. Concluding remarks
* There are many extremal problems that we have not mentioned in this paper for
which one might consider a multicoloured version. For all those that we
considered we found that the size of the largest k-family without the forbidden
conﬁguration exhibits only two regimes of different behaviour as the multiplicity
varies. It would be interesting to characterise the extremal problems for which this
phenomenon occurs. (It was noted in [12] that it is not universal.) Recently, the
second and third authors have studied the multicoloured versions of the Frankl–
Ray–Chaudhuri–Wilson restricted intersection theorems [11], which also appear
to have only two regimes of different behaviour.
* For most of our results, we have made no effort to obtain a good bound for the
smallest size of ground set for which the result is true. Even with careful analysis it
seems that our methods will not determine this, so it may be interesting to ﬁnd the
smallest size by other means.
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